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Nes game genie codes super mario bros 2

Super Mario Bros. 2 – Genie Codes Game Here is known Game Genie Codes for Super Mario Bros. 2 on the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES). SZNESXVKInfinite livesGZELVXSEInfinite life meter unless you hit the spike)SXUASXOUQuick pick upAEUEKKGLSpecial Squat High JumpsPPXAOIAAPrincess has mega-floatPAXAOIAAPrincess has
mega-float and lunar descentPESEGLGASuper moon-jumps for MarioAAEEZGPAMega moon-jumps for LuigiPENALLGASuper moon-jumps for ToadPAXAPGGASuper moon-jumps for PrincessAEXALGZAFaster enemiesGOEANKAO + USEEEKKAWalk backwardsXVVANSZK + XVNEXSZVSuper turbo runningAEVAVIIA + AENEEITAPermanent turbo
runningAXSETUAO + ESVAPUEVSuper sprint speed for MarioAZEEGKAO + EIEEYKEVSuper sprint speed for LuigiAXNAIUAO + ESNEAUEVSuper sprint for ToadAZXALKAO + EIXATKEVSuper sprint for PrincessAXNAZSAA + EVNALSEYSuper fast enemyNote: Note: There are two versions given for some of the following code, if one code does not work
on your game, then try an alternative. YESUAPTE / YESLPPTEStrong WartIAVENYZE / IAVEUYZEStrong BirdettaYEVXVYLE / YEVZNYLEStrong HawkmouthAAVENYZA / AAVEUYZAWeak BirdettaTPEPLAAX / TONENYAXBirdetta, Birdo, spit eggs instead of fireballsYAXXIYZEStrong TryclydeYAVXVGGEStrong FryguyYAEXTPGEStrong
ClawgripPEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPAStart in World 2ZEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPAStart in World 3LEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPAStart in World 4GEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPAStart in World 5IEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPAStart in World 6TEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPAStart in World 7Do you know
additional codes for this game? Are there any errors listed above? Let us know about it and we'll update the list. Find More Jin Game Codes for Nintendo (NES) and other consoles in Game Genie Code Index.Want a Game Genie for Nintendo Entertainment System? Click here to find it on Amazon! Share on FacebookShare on TwitterShare on XingShare on
Reddit SZNESXVK Infinite live GZELVXSE Infinite life meter (unless you hit the surge) SXUASXOU Quick pick up AEUEKKGL Special squat high jump PPXAOIAA Princess has a MEGA-float PAXAOIAA Princess has mega-float and lunar descent PESEGLGA Super moonjumps for Mario AAEEZGPA Mega moonjumps for Luigi PENALLGA Super
moonjumps for Toad PAXAPGGA Super moonjumps for Princess AEXALGZA Accelerate enemies GOEANKAO + USEEEKKA Walk Rewind XVVANSZK + XVNEXSZV Super turbo run AEVAVIIA + AENEEITA Permanent turbo running AXSETUAO + ESVAPUEV Super sprint for Mario AZEEGKAO + EIEEYKEV Super fast run for Luigi AXNAIUAO +
ESNEAUEV Fast run for Toad AZXALKAO + EIXATKEV Super fast run for Princess AXNAZSAA + EVNALSEY Super speed enemies Note: There are two versions given for some of the following Code. If one code doesn't work on your game, then try an alternate Code. YESUAPTE / YESLPPTE Strong Wart IAVENYZE / IAVEUYZE Strong Birdetta
YEVXVYLE / YEVZNYLE Strong Hawkmouth / AAVEUYZA Weak Birdetta TPEPLAAX / TONENYAX Birdetta spit on eggs instead of fireballs (appears at the end of the game level) game) STRONG Tryclyde YAVXVGGE Strong Fryguy YAEXTPGE Strong Clawgrip PEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPA Start in the World 2 ZEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA +
TEEPVZPA Start in the World 3 LEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPA Start in The World 4 GEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPA Start in the World 5 IEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPA Start in the World 6 TEEPUZAG + IUEPSZAA + TEEPVZPA Start in the World 7 Hello friends and welcome to other quick Mariomayhem.com videos! Today we
enter the seedy world of game hacking once again as we look at Super Mario Bros 2 and Game Genie. Instead of destroying some of the stock standard codes from the Game Genie book, we'll just delve straight into some crazy fan finding code that does all kinds of weird stuff. So sit down, grab your radish and Letsa go! EKIEPS – Fine Remix Music let's
ease into it here. If you enter the code EKIEPS game game does not seem to be affected but the music is sure. There seems to be some random sound effects mixed with regular songs. Result? It's not half bad, and it even provides a techno background for Toad to bust some dance moves. The character selection screen also features pumping remixes that
are almost disco worthy too! AOXEKYEY – Walk Through Walls Ever want to walk through walls? The AOXEKYEY code allows you to do just that. At first glance it all seems innocent, but once you get to the inside area you can shift through walls that you normally can't do. This definitely makes birdo short pieces a lot easier unless you try and get fancy like I
did you don't have to deal with bombs. Besides not being able to get past the Hawks' head, it's also useful for Birdo fights because you can hide in the wall if you need to and even get an annoying heart that seems unassesable without this cheating. This code becomes very frustrating when you try to out sprint faster than Phanto even though you can no
longer rely on pot walls to give you the moral and physical support you desperately need. AOEAGIAL – No Gravity for Items/Enemies This one is fun. The AOEAGIAL code changes the trajectory of the enemy and the items thrown! It's kind of hard to describe, but basically in any direction you throw something, it's still thrown, gravity is no more. Even coins fly
in subspace! This makes hitting the enemy a little harder but also has some other funny side effects. When you throw a Pow it sends the Shy Guys towards the sky and in particular this cheat seems to have an impact on the enemy when they jump. Baddies like Tweeters for example will only take off before you even approach them! Birdo didn't really know
how to react either and decided to just leave the party early and jet off as well. I missed the crystal ball the first time this happened because Just sitting there waiting for you. Oh no, it's on a NASA mission as well so you better be aligned in the right place or you'll be back on the bean stalk again for round 2. It's This gravity became a real nightmare in the 1-2
world where I was trapped, because you need to bomb your way through the road, which, without gravity for the item becomes a real pain. Just stay there, damn, not too fast, gahhh AKNOTSLP – Snifits spitting 1 up People snifits like annoying snifits. If only there were some way to make them less threatening. Need some extra life but have problems with
slot machines? Maybe this code can help you. Instead of spitting on their usual doomed balls, snifits will now spit out 1-up Mushrooms! This not only makes them 86% less threatening, it's also fun to sit around for a while and let the 1-up stack up before going into town. Hard Rock Miner - Dig a bomb and blow up items OLVOTOOK SUNEGVOG LXUPPAIT If
you ever want to destroy levels in Super Mario Bros 2 by digging holes and throwing bombs then the monstrosity of this code is perfect for you. Not only will you pull bombs from the grass but you can also pull bombs from anything! With this code you can dig your own holes for fallen enemies and even blow the scenery with the magical game genie added
bombs. Dig Mushroom Blocks Anywhere OLVOTOOK SXUPAEOU There are also 2 lines of code that have a similar effect, except that instead of bombs you dig blocks of Mushrooms. It gets's pretty glitchy though once you throw a block it can get stuck in a weird location. It looks like once the Mushroom block is dropped it's back to whatever you actually
take, whether it's a piece of dirt, a platform or a random piece of background. Oh and in case you were wondering, if you dig too far with one of these codes you end up biting the dust. I wouldn't recommend it. Enemy Chase You ENKAKPEL AINLXZAL If you enter the code of this 2-line game genie you can make enemies in the game start following you. This
gives some pretty good results because the enemies will sometimes bump into each other and actually kill each other. If you throw radish or something the enemy will die normally, but if they kill each other then they take a leaf out of the book without a gravity code and buy the first ticket they can get to off the screensville. It's all too much for Birdo again as
well who decided to do the heavy lifting for you. At least this time the crystal ball roamed though. I couldn't get past level 1-2 because the pidgit decided to sacrifice himself to save Wart as you came across the screen, but I can see if you pair this with one of our next codes you might be able to continue the game. This cheat actually makes a good upgrade to
the difficulty, as you have to constantly avoid these intense tracker enemies. It's quite fun piling them up and then letting them all each other too! Climb Invisible Vines - ELUENLEY Tired of the lack of vines that can be climbed in Super Mario Bros 2? Maybe you're sick of getting through the door? Collecting cherries keeps you down? The game genie code
known as Sky Climber is Will be a winner for you then. With this code in place you can climb up and down invisible vines anywhere in the game. It can be very helpful to sail through levels, but it is also very easy to sneak from invisible vines if you are overcons confident. Since you can't press to enter the door you have to line up with the door and then climb
your invisible wine out of the screen. Hopefully you will end up in the right area but as this works anywhere you can find yourself showing up in random places throughout the game. The code was fun enough until I got greedy and ended up stuck in a 1-2 world after trying to escape Birdo! ANNEEGEY – Everyone has an infinite float of this last Code
ANNEEGEY is probably my favorite of the many I tried. So much so that in fact that before I knew it I had gone through the whole game. With this cheat in playing any character you like can float for as long as you like by holding an A. It's pretty funny when you get to watch Toad fly and get caught up in the throwing animation if you grass something. It also
makes the game a lot easier! Hovering over the birdo, flying over the game's huge pieces, enjoying the unclear scenery, what is usually a fairly busy adventure becomes almost relaxing and of course funnier. Back to Mario Bros Game Genie Code Code
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